
ApplicAtion:

1   ShAmpoo the hAir lightly with 
wAVe pro
Shampoo without massaging the scalp, 
squeeze out excess moisture with a towel.

2  prepArAtion for winding
Especially hair that is longer than 15 cms must be kept damp 
with water before winding.

3   winding:
Section the hair and wind. Each section 
should be approximately as wide as the 
curler. End papers simplify winding.

4   ApplicAtion of perm lotion:
After winding, dampen each curler tho-
roughly twice, starting at the neck.

QuAntitieS to be uSed
Approximate quantities according 
to the length of the hair:
-54g (50ml) for hair up to 10 cm
-80g (75ml) for hair from 10 up to 40cm
-107g (100ml) for hair longer than 40cm 
(one tea spoon equals 15ml)
After application of perm lotion, cover with plastic cap and 
a towel.

5   development times
Type of hair 1 perm lotion 1 development time with cap

Normal hair N 15 to 20 minutes

Coloured hair G 10 to 20 minutes

Natural hair R 8 to 15 minutes

6   test curl:
The final development times should always be determined 
by making several test curls.  
The desired results are achieved when the diameter of the 
curl is equal to the diameter of the curler. Test curls can be 
repeated until the desired results are reached.

7   rinsing out
After completion of the development time 
rinse the wound hair with warm water 
for about 2 to 3 minutes. The rinsing time 
depends on the length of the hair.

8   blot off excess moisture with a towel 
/paper serviette.

9   first neutralization:
Foam up by squeezing the sponge and 
apply 2/3 of the neutralizer to the curlers 
and leave on for 5 minutes.

10   unwinding:
Unwind the hair carefully without pulling.

11   Second neutralization:
Apply the rest 1/3 of the neutralizer from the 
roots to the ends and leave on for a further 5 
minutes.

12   rinse the hair thoroughly with warm water. 
conditioning and strengthening of the hair:
In order to retain beauty and shine of the hair we 
recommend the use of Maya Professional conditioner.

 wArning: wAVe pro perm n,g,r: 
Contains thioglycolic acid salts. Follow the instructions for 
use. Keep out of reach of children. Wear suitable gloves. 
Avoid contact with eyes. In case of contact with the eyes, 
rinse immediately with plenty of water and seek medical 
advice. Do not use if the customer has an allergic reaction 
to permanent wave products or if the scalp is injured. Dab 
off any dripping wave solution. Avoid contact of the solu-
tion with metals. 

 wArning: wAVe pro neutrAliZer: 
Contains hydrogen peroxide. Follow the instructions for 
use. Avoid contact with eyes. If the preparation comes 
into contact with the eyes, rinse immediately with plenty 
of water. Keep out of reach of children. Wear suitable glo-
ves. Store in a cool place.
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